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Our vision

The task of our team is to spread the cryptocurrency all over the world, the
possibility of its use in all everyday purchases and payment for services. Our
expanded range of payment solu ons will give a powerful impetus to the
convenience of using the digital currency; thereby we will contribute to
development of the cryptocurrency blockchain market. In addi on, our team
pays a lot of a en on to the system's security.
We believe that digital means are ac vely distributed, therefore Kingcoin as a
company issues the digital cryptocurrency based on the blockchain technology,
which will be used in our Internet hotel booking system all over the world.
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What is Kingcoin

It is a secure Internet booking system for hotels, motels and housing for rest
all over the world, which is based on the blockchain technology using
Kingcoin (KGN) cryptocurrency as payment.
Hotels, motels and housing for holiday
More than 1.5 million accommoda on op ons: hotels, motels, housing for
rent and not just that Search by city, point of interest or hotel name – in just
one step Filters by price, review ra ng, Wi-Fi speed and by other features
important for you You can book at the last moment or in advance
Find great deals
Daily oﬀers for every budget
Free booking cancella on for most op ons
No booking fees
Real guest reviews
Manage your booking on the go
Receive conﬁrma on without printouts
Make changes to booking wherever and whenever you like
24-hour customer service
Send messages to the site owner, view the me of arrival and leave feedback
At the same me, the system uses instant secure payment by cryptocurrency
and works based on the blockchain technology.
At the moment, we are at the alpha stage of pla orm tes ng. Our team
consists of high-level specialists who are working on crea on of the system.
For further development, we need our own blockchain, as well as a fast and
secure transfer system.
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Kingcoin (KGN)

Kingcoin (KGN) - Digital currency inside the pla orm.
Use KGN for instant and private payments on Kingcoin system and in the
real world using secure open source so ware that works based on a
payment pla orm that is supported by thousands of users all over the world.
Instant
Your me has a value. InstantSend conﬁrms payments in less than a second.
Private
Protect your ﬁnancial informa on. PrivateSend provides the privacy of your
ﬁnancial transac ons and balances on your accounts.
Safe
Safety, which you can rely on. Transac ons are conﬁrmed by a high
compu ng capacity of the mining equipment and a network of servers
hos ng all over the world.
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Network P2P

Next Genera on Network P2P
The basis of the Kingcoin technology is a unique two-level network
architecture P2P with a built-in reward system. Miners are rewarded for
ensuring blockchain security, and network nodes (Nodes) are rewarded
for checking, storing and providing blockchain to users.
Nodes form a new network layer from servers that work together in
clusters called quorums. As a result, this ensures opera on of new types of
such decentralized services, as instant transac ons, privacy and decentralized
management. At the same me, these systems are protected from threats of
appropriate network a acks.
Development of the crypto industry at a rapid pace has shown that a number
of exis ng payment solu ons do not meet the demand, and in some cases, it
slows the market of cryptocurrencies, not allowing to expand its geography
of use.
The Kingcoin pla orm is an evolu onary step in the ﬁeld of payment by
synonymous advantages of blocking technologies. Our pla orm will allow
buyers to ﬁnd and book hotels, to buy air ckets, as well as to rent cars and
to immediately pay using a cryptocurrency, which will allow them not to
waste their valuable me and assets, and be conﬁdent in protec on of their
rights.
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Network P2P

At the same me, we provide sellers with the possibility of safe, convenient
receipt of funds in various currencies (cryptocurrency, ﬁat currency) and new
clients in the rapidly developing crypto industry. The Kingcoin team strives
to create one of the best pla orms that will meet all today's and tomorrow's
criteria, as well as a ract a huge number of new users, thereby expanding
the geography of cryptocurrency use.
The func onality of the pla orm is not limited to this, but it has already
provided crea on of a unique product (based on simple mechanisms) that
has no analogues in the world of crypto payments, which will beneﬁt all
crypto community and the world in whole. Using advantages of KGN
cryptocurrency, we want to oﬀer the whole world to become our supporters
and join the new era of the crypto industry.

Kingcoin is an ambi ous project that aims to create a universal so ware
pla orm for the crypto industry from scratch, which brings tangible
economic returns both to its supporters, in the form of an increase in the
value of coins, and to the community of buyers and sellers, which causes
further growth of the pla orm in the form of an increase in the number of
users. We are conﬁdent that cryptocurrencies have already become
something much more than just a specula on subject; they will occupy the
minds and wallets of consumers. It is a determining factor, which, as we see,
will change the way of using cryptocurrency by buyers and sellers.
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EXAMPLE: you need to buy an air cket, you search for an air cket, select
a date and class, KINGCOIN SEARCH will give you all possible varia ons
of ckets and instantly reﬂect the cost in the cryptocurrency you prefer.
A er you have conﬁrmed your choice, you ﬁll out the form and conﬁrm
payment. Payment will be made from your personal wallet inside the
KINGCOIN pla orm.
KINGCOIN
EN

PERSONAL

Air ckets New York - Shenzhen

FLIGHTS

Sat, Nov 25

New York, NY (Any) - Shenzhen (SZX)

Sat, Dec 2

1 adult Economy

Roundtrip

One way

Mul city

From

New York, NY (Any)

Shenzhen Bao'an Interna onal (SZX)

Add nearby airports
Depart

Add nearby airports
Return

11/25/17

12/2/17

Cabin Class & Travelers

1 adult, Economy

Non-stop ﬂights only

SEARCH FLIGHTS

Show whole month

Addi onal bag fees may apply

474 results sorted by Cheapest

Stops
Non-stop
None

Cheapest

Best

1-stop
BTC 0.08675
2+stops
BTC 0.08387

Departure times
Outbound

BTC 0.14112

($720)
19h 23m (average)

($694)
27h 45m (average)

($1126)
18h 53m (average)

1:55 PM

9:25 PM
SZX

12:00 AM – 11:59 PM

1:40 PM
JFK

19 hours – 66 hours

6:45 PM

Airlines
Select All

Fastest

BTC 0.08387

EWR

Trip duration

Sort by Cheapest ﬁrst

BTC 0.0905

12:00 AM – 11:59 PM

Return

Sort by BTC

SZX

19h 50m

+1

10:45 PM
SZX

1 stop PEK

42h 05m

+1

11:55 PM
JFK

2 stops YIC, PEK

21h 35m

SELECT

+2

12:15 AM
SZX

1 stop FOC

53h 55m

3 deals from

BTC 0.08875
($710)

8 deals from

+2

11:40 AM
JFK

2 stops SHA, FOC

BTC 0.08875
($710)
SELECT

Clear All

oneworld (none)
Air China
BTC 0.08875
Asiana Airlines
BTC 0.34
China Eastern
BTC 0.08387

3:25 PM
JFK

6:30 PM

19h 50m

+2

SZX

1 stop SHA

3 deals from

BTC 0.08885
($770)

1:30 PM
SZX

21h 30m

10:00 PM

1 stop SHA

JFK

SELECT

China Southern
BTC 0.29175
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